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Abstract
Alzheimer’s disease is not a normal part
of ageing. Rather, it is a devastating disease that has far reaching implications
for both the patient and the family of the
patient. A variant of Alzheimer’s disease
affects visual skills, visuomotor and visuospatial ability before it causes the
dementia we ordinarily associate with
Alzheimer’s disease. Optometrists may
have the ability to detect this variant in
our patients earlier in the course of the
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disease. Earlier detection allows earlier
intervention, psychological adjustment
and appropriate treatment. Optometrists,
in addition to earlier detection, may also
play a role in developing strategies and
coping skills through assistance with visual needs and the rehabilitation of visuo-motor, visual memory and visuospatial skills of these patients. This review
describes the clinical implications of the
visual variant of Alzheimer’s disease and
explores strategies for care.
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o

lder individuals complain from
time to time about “senior moments,” or “old timer’s disease” when
they can’t remember something or misplace an item. In older people these functional changes are mainly caused by the
deterioration of the brain’s frontal areas.1
Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is a group of
brain conditions that cause destruction of
brain tissue and in advanced stages, develop fibril plaques in brain tissue. The
earliest stages of AD may initially seem
similar to age related memory change,
and may not appear serious enough for
concern.2 Moderate stage AD affects and
interferes with daily activities, cognition,
and memory. Late stage AD may be so
devastating that it requires total care of
the patient.
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The onset of Alzheimer’s late in life is
more common than its early onset. The
disease has no known inheritance or familial factors.2 However, a possibly inherited autosomal dominant form of early onset AD is characterized by the onset of the
disease prior to age 60.3 In typical AD,
the incidence increases with advancing
age and doubles every five years beyond
age 65.3 It is estimated that 4.5 million
Americans suffer from AD.2

target, such as a ticker tape. Taking basic acuity could be made easier by using
kinetic letters. An example of this type
of acuity stimulus might be the headline
news as it moves across the bottom of the
television screen.
As the disease progresses, difficulties recognizing familiar objects (visual agnosia)
emerge and advance. Tactile recognition
usually remains intact.4 Other symptoms may include decreased stereopsis,
prolonged saccadic initiation, saccadic
dysmetria and difficulty with figure copying tasks.10,15,16 Signs may often include
reduced low frequency contrast sensitivity impairment. Global processing of information (figure-ground and closure) is
also impaired in patients with the VVAD.4
Distance visual acuity, glare disability and
motion declines at the same rate as individuals without AD.11

The Visual Variant of
Alzheimer’s Disease
The visual variant of Alzheimer’s disease
(VVAD), is also known as posterior cortical atrophy, because of the more posterior shifting of the disease in the brain.4
Visuo-spatial impairment and visual
disturbances may precede the manifestations of dementia and clinical onset of
AD.5,6 These patients may have difficulty
with visual fields, color vision, cognitive/
memory factors and contour integration.
They also have trouble perceptually linking together similarly oriented line elements hidden between randomly oriented
distracters.7,8 For instance, problems with
the Ishihara test, despite normal color vision, may indicate difficulty with contour
integration.9
In early cases, language, insight and judgment are spared with only mild memory
impairment. Patients with visual deficits
may be aware of, and be distressed by,
them. This may, in turn, lead to mental
depression.4 Patients may complain of
difficulty with reading tasks that they ascribe to their glasses. Basic near acuity
declines faster in patients with AD, but
difficulty reading (alexia) and difficulty
writing (agraphia) are common additional
features of the VVAD.10,11 Visuo-spatial
and form identification skills tests can be
effectively used to differentiate basic visual difficulties versus the VVAD. Standardized clock drawing is sometimes used
as a simple screening tool. The patient is
instructed to draw a clock face with numbers and clock hands indicating the time.10
Patients with disordered visuospatial relationships will have difficulty executing
this task, being unable to locate the clock
hours at their appropriate positions.
The Wechsler Adult Intelligence ScaleRevised does not differentiate the VVAD
and visually asymptomatic AD patients. If
the visuo-spatial difficulties are suspected
to be due to VVAD, patients are better
screened with tests designed to specifically test for visual-spatial functioning.12
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Visual Field Defects
Figure 1. Depiction of a low-density line cancellation test (top figure).13 Subjects are asked
to cross out all the lines. The score is based on
the time it takes and the number of lines left
uncrossed. High density line cancellation is depicted on the bottom. It is scored similarly to the
low-density cancellation test.

Trobe and Butler suggest a 16-item, multiple choice battery (Benton Form Discrimination Test)a consisting of three form
identification tests and four visuo-spatial
tests. They use overlapping forms, masked
forms and fragmented forms, to construct
the form identification section. The visuospatial aspect uses low density line cancellation, high density line cancellation,
reading and puzzle construction tasks.13
Examples of these tests are depicted in
Figure 1. Patients with VVAD score consistently lower on these tests. This visuospatial disorganization inevitably forces
patients to abandon their independent living functions, especially driving.
Reading ability in patients with AD may
be further complicated by a type of crowding phenomenon, a very early symptom of
posterior cortical atrophy. This is similar
to the crowding phenomenon seen in amblyopia.14 In the initial stages of the disease the patients present with difficulty
seeing static objects and have unstable
fixation, but retain vision of moving objects.15,16 Most of what we traditionally
read requires stable fixation of static objects (symbols). It might be possible to
improve reading comprehension, at least
in the early stages, by using a moving

Visual field defects are not commonly
seen in the early stages of the disease, but
a general loss of sensitivity is almost universally present.17,18 Some investigators
believe that in addition to cortical damage, there is damage to the optic nerve.17
Formal visual field testing is challenging
to a patient with AD and poor fixation is
but one of the culprits. Homonymous or
para-central homonymous visual field defects are often present later in the disease
progression.10The inferior field may be
affected. Severe degeneration of the right
primary visual cortex, for instance, may
present with left homonymous hemianopsia and macular sparing. It may mimic
the findings of infarction or hemorrhage.
These are best differentiated by brain
imaging, such as Magnetic Resonance
Imaging (MRI).19 In addition to visual
field loss, there may be hemi-inattention
or hemispatial neglect.4 Pattern visual
evoked potentials show an increased latency, indicating dysfunction between the
striate cortex, visual associative structures
and the temporo-parietal-occipital visual
analyzers.20

Considerations of Functional
Vision
VVAD may demonstrate an acquired
dyslexia. Dyslexia is known to have,
amongst other factors, a magno-cellular
dysfunction.16,20 In the acquired dyslexia
of VVAD, the reader is exquisitely sensitive to a critical print size, requiring a
particular larger print size to reach maximum reading speed.21 The larger print
size may serve to reduce the crowding
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phenomenon, produce fewer letters in a
single glance and thereby improve visual
attention. A magnocellular-cell deficit
produces a poor signal to the superior colliculus, causing prolonged saccadic initiation and saccadic dysmetria. Both of these
signs are seen in dyslexia and VVAD.18 In
the early stages of the VVAD the patient’s
reading ability may benefit in a way similar to dylexia by increasing the print size
to the critical print size factor that requires
fewer saccades.21 Sakai et al found that
wearing yellow glasses improved contrast sensitivity and subjective comfort in
their patient with the VVAD and this may
have relevant optometric clinical applications.22

Memory and Cognition
Poor visual memory is an early expression
of the disease and may indicate an opportunity for early intervention.21 Likewise,
multiple errors on the Benton Visual Retention test may predict an increased risk
of AD up to 15 years prior to onset of dementia.17
The implication of these early diagnostic
tests are encouraging. It affords occasion
for the early detection and therefore early
referral. It will allow intervention with
prophylactic drug therapy as well as participation in further research. Early detection, most importantly, allows the patient
and his family time to plan and reduce
the impact of the disease. In addition, the
patient may seek assistance to improve
visuospatial, visual-perceptual and visual
memory skills. This may be accomplished
in a more structured way through lenses, prisms and visual therapy. The goal
should be to attempt to delay the effects
of the disease and to develop coping strategies that engage some lesser affected facilities, such as the tactile sense. Optometrists already engaged in vision therapy
may be perfectly aligned to step into this
role. Regular visual memory screening
for every patient at age 50 or older, and
regularly thereafter, should a priority in
preventative care.

Management Considerations
for AD and VVAD
There is no single treatment or cure for
AD. Research in the area is vigorous
and several important discoveries have
been made, both in proving the efficacy
of treatment or debunking myths about
the disease. In general, a higher level of
education, better socio-economic status,
limb length (related to nutrition) and head
circumference (brain development) seem
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to protect against dementia.23 The most
effective medical therapy seems to be
combination drug therapy using cholinesterase inhibitors and Memantine HCl.24,25
A recent study showed that use of statins
decreased the risk of dementia by as much
as 50%.26 The non-steroidal anti inflammatory drugs show promise in effectively lowering the risk of AD.27 The use of
selective serotonin re-uptake inhibitors
and risperidone is effective in controlling
the additional symptoms of agitation and
hallucinations experienced by some patients.28,29
We could advise our patients that certain
lifestyle changes may reduce the risk of
AD.30 Reducing stress hormones; exercise, lowering cholesterol in middle age
and reducing abdominal fat are helpful in
this regard.30-32 Controlling hypertension
in midlife and diabetes later in life significantly reduce the risk of dementia.33
Ginko biloba was found not to improve
memory, but the use of an anti-epileptic
and mood stabilizing drug, valproic acid,
showed promise in terms of memory loss
reversal in some patients. This drug is currently used off label for this purpose and is
not yet recommended for general use.29,34,35
Increasing Omega 3 and 6 fatty acid intake may also reduce the risk.36 A recent
mouse model study suggests that moderate consumption of red wine may reduce
the incidence of AD. It may also have a
protective effect against the disease.37 The
beneficial agent was administered in the
form of commercially available supplement of grape derived polyphenols.
Though not universally embraced, brain
exercises (as in visuo-cognitive therapies)
may serve to protect from dementia.38 We
may design therapeutic tasks to target the
particular skills at risk in VVAD by utilizing larger cortical areas and using integrated functioning strategies such as coordinated tactile and visual assimilation.

CONCLUSION
AD is not a normal part of ageing. It is a
devastating disease that has far reaching
implications for the patient and the family of the patient. A variant of AD affects
visual skills, visuo-motor and visuo-spatial ability long before it causes the dementia we ordinarily associate with AD.
This variant causes visual symptoms that
are disturbing to the patient, affecting life
and independence even before dementia
sets in. Optometrists have the capability
to detect AD at an early stage along with
VVAD. This could provide early diag-

nosis and appropriate treatment. Optometrists may also play a role in developing
strategies and coping skills through assistance and rehabilitation of these patients.
Optometrists have the tools to diagnose
the disease and can act as gatekeeper in
the multidisciplinary approach to care.
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